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As a natural fibre - Flax fibre (FF), Basalt fibre (BF), and redundant biowaste resource - Rice husk powders 
(RHP) are attractive to reinforce thermoplastic due to their excellent mechanical performance. However, it is 
difficult for manufacturing long unidirectional Flax fibre bundles (LFF) thermoplastic composites. For solving this 
challenge, the current study using new processing for manufacturing various lengths for LFF thermoplastic 
composites was initially proposed. The polypropylene (PP) was used as a matrix for long Flax fibres pellets (from 
5 to 20 mm long in pellets), and the BF and RHP can use twin extruder machines to manufacture pellets supportive 
for making Hybrid LFF thermoplastic composites. The extruded mixture supportive system was finally hot-pressed 
into plates. The compounding process was cut to strips by a mini cutting machine and scissors manual. The final 
specimens were achieved by using an injection moulding machine. The optimal LFF plies and length in the 
composites strip was obtained when the LFF was two plies (~16%LFF) and 10 mm in length. The finally 
LFF2/30%BF/PP-6%RHP composite achieved the improved tensile strength and modulus, increasing by 36.64 % 
and 42.29%, respectively, compared to the composite reinforced with the long unidirectional Flax fibre. Also, 
hybrid composite has a high char residual (TGA test) of the composite of 19.18%. (higher more than 83% 
comparison with LFF/PP). Flammability properties with cone calorimeter test showed high pHRR and THR with 
47.94 and 4.18% increase, respectively. The results indicated that hybrid thermoplastic composites are a 
promising approach that provides potential applications of LFF in the fields of thermoplastic prepreg also specific 
application fields such as automobile parts and construction materials. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic extruder-hot pressing-injection moulding processing 
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